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The LNif Labs are committed to developing new techniques for human brain imaging and supporting their applications towards a more comprehensive understanding and better care of the human mind and body.
Think Open:
The Center for Mind/Brain Sciences - CIMeC as an Open Science Center in Italy.
Open data include and grantees **integrity** of research (i.e., reliability, rigor, and replicability). This is a relevant issue to define the international reputation of a research center. Reliability is becoming essential in science!

- For Open data we will **reduce costs** and **increase reputation**, for cost **optimisation**.

- Putting big data to good use in neuroscience, will **increase collaboration and integration** with other centers/groups **implementing relevant discoveries** accelerates research, heightens the quality of results.

- **Open use of instruments** i.e., to have facilities available to all researchers starting from junior researcher without the need of “sharing” results with senior researcher.
Third Open Science Seminar @ Mattarello

November 8th

VITTORIO IACOVELLA, PHD
CIMEC, TRENTO, ITALY

THE FAIR PRINCIPLES:
RETHINKING DATA MANAGEMENT
IN A OPEN-SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENT

NOVEMBER 8, 2018 AT 4PM
MATTARELLO - CONFERENCE ROOM
BASEMENT, VIA DELLE REGOLE 101

Preparation
Discovery
Analysis
Writing
Publication
Outreach
Assessment

Followed by refreshments

These events are carried out within the framework "Dipartimenti di Eccellenza"